




With these suggestions you will have the basics to bring out your heifer to

the show. Showing is fun, showing is making friends and socializing. Also

showing is a competition that you need to do with all your passion and

drive to get your animal as ready as you can. 

Compete in the ring with your friends, get the job done as good as you

can! Celebrate when you win and celebrate with others if your friends win.

Be a good sport in case you are not in the position you were thinking to

be. Work harder and improve for the next time. This is how you will 

succeed! 

Erica Rijneveld

Guidelines for

Young Breeder competitions
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election / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / selection / 

FIRST of all you need to have an animal that you can work with for your 
competition. Some guidelines to select your animal: 

     1.   sharp front end and shoulder, walks uphill
     2.   long nice open rib, dairy looks! 
     3.   clean head and neck
     4.   nice tail setting
     5.   correct feet and legs
     6.   easy way of moving
     7.   well grown for her age; competitively sized in her class
     8.   shows a strong topline

     Of course the animal needs to be built properly and be sure you have a calf
that fits your height. 

     If there are potential show cows in your barn, breed them at the right 
moment to have the breeding on your new upcoming showmanship calf! 

Selection
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     The friendliest calf or your
favorite calf may not 
necessarily be a show winner.
Always evaluate her pedigree
and the calf itself. Be sure she
is free of major faults. Try to
analyze or ask somebody for
opinion. 



ow to raise your showcalf / how to raise your showcalf / how to raise your showcalf / how to raise your showcalf / how to raise your showcalf / how to raise 

A lot of small things make your showcalf the way she is going to be. It starts
with colostrum and clean housing. 

     When calves start being housed together always have enough space for
them and do not over stock your pens. Headlocks will keep competition 
somewhat under control. Be sure there is not too much size difference of
calves in a pen. That way the growth of the calves will be more consistent and
there will be not as much aggressive competition between calves. 

How to raise
your 

showcalf

     Don’t keep your calves too long on starter concentrates after weaning, 
otherwise they will get fat instead of growing. Starter concentrates will have
lower protein, after weaning you should get them on around 40% protein 
pallet or soybean meal to let them grow in height. Hay is essential for proper
rib development. 

     Feed to maintain growth, but keep checking your calf so she doesn’t get
too fat or too thin. Feed some beet pulp (limited amounts) at home to let them
get used to the taste. Be sure your feeding times are consistent! 

     Fresh air and exercise is important to increase eating and growth! 

     Extreme belly heifers should be watered properly. 
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ow to train your calf / how to train your calf /how to train your calf /how to train your calf /how to train your calf /how to train your calf /how to train your caHow to train
your calf

AFTER selecting your calf, your training program should start! Begin tying the
calf up with a soft halter to stretch her neck and get her used to the higher 
position of the neck. Be sure you use a halter that has the same effect as the
show halter, ie has pressure under the chin. Tie your calf up in the way her
head would be tied in the show ring. Be sure that the place you tie her is safe
so that she cannot jump over something or hurt herself. Don’t tie her in full
sun or in a tight place. Be sure that in the beginning you are around, so that if
she gets stressed you are there to control the situation. Tie her up with a knot
that can be released quickly. 

     After she is quiet and used to wearing the halter you can start walking
with her and training her. Patience and consistency is one of the main things
when getting your calves trained for showmanship. First start with the rope
halter and if it works then you can train her with the chain halter. 

     Train your calf to walk in a controlled manner. Teach her to also make
stops and listen to your hand, so she will listen to you better on showday
when you need to do several stops and moves. Let her get used to strange
noises and distractions. Train head carriage and let somebody move around
your calf as a judge so this will be not strange for her on show day. Always
use your right hand to hold her throat or her shoulder for controlling her
more. 

     Don’t try to teach her all in one go. Training takes time and comes step by
step, for the leadsman as well as for the heifer. 

     When you are training with a showhalter be sure you have the right fit of
the halter. The nose band needs to be evenly positioned to fit across the
bridge of the nose, midway between the animals eyes and nose. A halter that
is too big will give you less control and gives a less appearance of the animal. 

     A part of training is also to take care of the feet. Proper maintenance and
trimming has a lasting influence on the calves mobility and movement. 
Well-trimmed calves can stand more correctly. 
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Always use your right hand to
hold her throat or her shoulder for

controlling her more

Train your calf to walk in a controlled
manner. Teach her to also make stops 



pping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / clipping / Clipping
FITTING is a job that takes time, practice and patience. You need to clip and
practice on a lot of heifers before you feel satisfied for the job you do. Don’t
be afraid to make mistakes, we have all made them. Watching professional 
fitters can help you to understand better the way you need to clip, especially
how they work with the hair on specific parts of the body. If you are just 
starting, try on other heifers before you clip your showmanship heifer.

     Be sure your animal is clean and dry before you start to clip. It helps you to
do a better job and it will be better for your equipment, especially your blades.
Try to clip in a spot where there is enough light, natural light is the best! Also
choose a spot with a clean flat floor. First prepare your equipment and be
ready before you tie your animal. Tie your animal on a comfortable level, the
same height, as it will show at. 

     Before you start clipping you should check your heifer. This way you know
which blades to use and which advantages and disadvantages the heifer has. 
A good fitter can make the heifer look better on her parts after clipping. 
The more you clip your heifer the better the hair will be. If you clip your heifer
six weeks before the show and in the week of the
show again, you will have really great hair to work
with. By clipping you train the hair to grow and the
regrown hair is always a better quality. 

     Always clip with a system so that you don’t
have problems when finishing. When you start 
clipping, finish her, don’t walk away or do 
something else during your clipping job.

The basic pieces you should have in
your clipping showbox when you want
to be able to clip your heifer are: 
 big clipper for example Aesculap or

Heiniger with different blades (be
sure they are sharp)

 small clipper, for example Moser
(battery) or Andis, or both 

 blow dryer
 topline brush
 lubricant
 extension cord
 adhesives like clear magic, etc. 

_1
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     Blow up the top, keep the blower close to the brush and blow up against
the hair. Before starting to clip be sure the hair is all straight. Carve out the
basic of the top. The top on heifers is a specific step in preparing for a show.
Good tops make the heifer look straight. First level the top holding the 
machine with two hands and in a small angle. Work from both sides so the
angle of the top will be the same; check it by standing at the back of your 
animal. Then cut the sides. Hold your finger on the bottom of the clipper so
you won’t have a line that you cannot get out. Be sure you are blending the
sides not just cutting it all. You have done a good job on the top if you look on

the back of the calf and see a smooth clipping blending job
from top line into the body.  

     Once you have it roughly carved out you can start 
clipping the body. Be sure you are clipping against the hair,
and try to follow the lines of the body. It is easier to clip
closer to the area of the top once you have completed the
first cut of the top. If you want to leave belly hair it is 
important that the hair is blown up before you start 
blending. When you are using the body blade, it is easier to
finish both sides first before you start clipping the legs,
head and neck. 

     The legs, head and neck should be clipped with a
tighter blade. With the neck, start inside the point of the
shoulder and the way up. Be careful you don’t cut a part of
the top. The head and neck are not the easiest parts to clip
but stay quiet and try to approach the head from the side,
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_3
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so your calf can get used on the noise. Leave the ears for the small clipper. You
will have to loosen up your halter to clip everything. 

     When clipping the legs be careful with the hocks. Don’t forget the inside
legs. One of the hardest spots is the part close to the hoof. Take it slow and
hold the clipper in different positions to get all the hair off. Clip all the hair 
between the front legs with the leg blades. To avoid making a definite line a
good blending is important. Once you have clipped it all, you can run over
again with some small clippers to give an extra special look and clip the spots
that were hard to clip for you. 
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Also you can clip the ears and tail. 

     After this you can blow up your top again and refine the top by doing the
same steps as we mentioned before, to get a nice blended top. 

     After clipping you can rinse your heifer and put revive spray afterwards. It
will give the skin an extra boost for a shiny look. 

     Every animal is different, that’s why we always have to choose between 
normal, tighter or very tight blades. 

Blades can be used on the big clipper:

Normal         GT502/GT501 or GT505
                     Oster 84 AU / GT505 or Heiniger 23

Tighter          Tighter down Oster 84AU / GT505 or Heiniger 23

Tight             Tight down Oster 84AU – GT505 or Heiniger 23
                     Gt 511/ GT 505 or Heiniger 23
                     Heiniger 31F/15 or Heiniger 31F/ 23

Blades which can be used on the small clipper:
        10 (comparable with 501/502), 15, 30, 40 and 50. 40 and 50

are tight and used for inside ears and tail but be careful with
the black.



rganizing your equipment & show routine / organizing your equipment & show routine / organizing your equipment & show routine / organizing your eOrganizing
your 

equipment &
show routine

IF you are organized before going to the show you will have a lot less stress. 

     Take time to load your trailer with your material needed at the show. Be
sure that when you have finished the show you organize all your material at
home so you won’t have any surprises looking for missing items when you start
packing for the next show. Make a list of items you need as standard for the
show. Have your clipping showbox cleaned after the show and replace empty
bottles of sprays etc. Have your blades sharp and your clippers clean. 
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     When you arrive on the show you should divide your team. Some
will make beddings while others will wash and others will unload the
trailer. If you really want to be efficient you have the bedding ready 
before the animals arrive. 

     Try to make your bedding a strong pack. Use straw and shavings in
layers to have a steady pack in the end. Use the fork to flat the bed and
pack it down. Use a board to level the edges. It is nice to tie the 
animals on a double tie rope so they are convenient in the pack. You
can also tie them with a rope halter. Arrange your animals by size and
organize enough space for them. Don’t forget signs for your animals
with useful and readable information. Keep everything clean and tidy. 

     When your animals arrive in the stall, be sure there is hay in front of
them. Feed the grain and water at the usual times. Calves will then pick
up the routine quickly. Keep the bed clean by catching manure and
urine. Every morning wash and refresh the pack and clean the hay so
they will be comfortable at all times. Do your chores early so when the
people come in you have everything tidy and clean. 

Arrange your animals by size and
organize enough space for them.
Don’t forget signs for your animals

with useful and readable
information

     During the day you should feed
your animals hay. When they stand
up you can give them a small amount
of hay every time. This way you will
help your animal to eat some more.
Be strict with your grain times, just as
you are at home!



how morning / showmorning / showmorning / show morning / show morning / show morning / show morning / show morning / show morning / show Show morning
BE sure you start in time! You don’t want to let the day thaht you worked for 
ending up in a mess because you don’t have the things under control. Do your
chores the way you are used to. Certainly you will need to begin earlier if the
show starts early. When calves are dry you can start blowing up the tops. 
Once you have the top set on your calf you can put her back in the pack to let
her eat! 

     Also you can start to fill calves up with beet pulp around 3 hours before the
show. Be sure you soaked the beet pulp the night before so it is all ready! 

     Feed her small amounts. If she is tired of it, mix it with some concentrates
or TMR. It is important that your animals are full at ringside! Have your 
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harnesses and whites on before prepping your animal to go to the ring.
Do the last preparation around 25 minutes before the class is scheduled
so you will have enough time. Brush her off, shine her, colour the top and
whiten the legs if necessary, comb the switch. Clean the ears and nose
and use some fly spray in summertime. 

     When your class is called, it’s time to go to ringside. Never be too late,
show will go on whether you are there or not! 



owmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmansShowmanship
YOU and your calf should be both looking on your best. All the work you did
at home and at the show... this is the moment to show off. It is also time to be
relaxed and calm although this is not always easy. Be sure you have your whites
on, proper shoes and shirt. Double check if your calf is clean and shiny. Don’t
forget to check if there is any hay or straw under the belly. 

_1
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Your right hand should be on the
chest or holding the throat

Only do what is necessary to let
your calf look good

     Hold your calf with your left hand, also your roll and part of the
chain should be in this hand. Your right hand should be on the chest
or holding the throat. Enter the ring forwards, if all competitors are in
the ring turn around and walk backwards. Avoid sidestepping! Have
the attention on the judge and your calf. Find the right balance.
Focus yourself in the ring and don’t get yourself distracted by people
around the ring trying to give signals. Show your calf as though you
are proud of her and with grace. Keep a good distance between the
showmen ahead of you. You are responsible for the space in front of
you. Also keep some distance from the side as the judge needs to
be able to walk around your calf. 

     Depending on the ring, be aware all the animals need to fit in the
ring when they enter. Sometimes if you are the first one to enter, you
will need to stand still for a moment to let the last animals go into the ring.
Never pass an animal that stands still or is in front of you. Do not stop walking
in the show ring unless the judge is telling you. Moving out of line and getting
to far into the ring is a serious mistake. 

     If the judge is asking you to stop, set your calf as quick as you
can. Rear leg on the side of the judge needs to be open (backwards).
Straighten the top and if necessary put the tail down. Do whatever it
takes to let the calf looks on her best. Don’t exaggerate this by
showing everything you know to the judge. Only do what is 
necessary to let your calf look good.  

     Be aware of some things if the judge is observing you and your
calf:
     •    handling the calf well and quiet
     •    steady your calf when she is not listening
     •    confidence
     •    appropriate head carriage and right size halter
     •    elbow not too high of the showmen
     •    nose of the animal not in the air
     •    have your calf straight if the judge is on the back
     •    move the leg when the judge is walking around you
     •    move the head when the judge is pulling the skin or feeling the ribs
     •    move with the judge, also when is walking in front of you



owmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmanship / showmansShowmanship
_2
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Respond quickly
on the judge

     After the judge has inspected individually he will start lining up. When the
judge pulls you out, walk forwards to the place where the animals will be lined
up. Start to walk backwards again if you are close to your spot to line up. Leg
of the first and last calf should be open (backwards) on the side of the judge,
the ones who are in the middle should be positioned as the calf looks at her
best. Always work on a straight line up. Moving your animal in line should be
done by pushing or pulling, not by using feet. Be aware of the location of the
judge. When the judge walks in front of the line up, follow the judge and have
your animal look straight and attentive. 

     Sometimes you need to change position. Take the
halter in the left hand, walk forward, clockwise around 
the calf, back through your hole, again clockwise to the 
position to go. Also backwards can be an option, 
although the first mentioned is used regularly. 

     Another thing that can happen sometimes is that the
judge wants to see the top of the class so he can have a
better look. The judge will tell you to stop or to turn
back. 

     In some cases, showing on strong level, the judge will
change calves. If this happens, you should have a quick
look on the calve you need to lead, check leg position,
correct that and then get your halter rolled up. 

     Most of the time the second line up is the final line
up. Keep showing until you receive the ribbon!! Be a
good sportsman and congratulate the ones who win. 



ow to act as a being showman / how to act as a being showman / how to act as a being showman / how to act as a being showman / how to act as a beHow to act 
as a being
showman  Hold the animals head up and walk straight forward into the ring

  Wear proper whites and shoes (no phone, cigarettes etc.)

  Walk clockwise

  Turn to face the animal (walking backwards) when all competitors are in
the ring

  Keep a heifer distance between the calf in front of you

  Keep an eye on the animal and an eye on the judge by anytime

  Keep distance between you and the outside of the ring so the judge
can walk around you

  Respond quickly on the judge

  When called into line, turn and walk forward so you can do efficiently
and quick

  Line up, your animal need to be lined up straight and position of the
legs well

  When the judge comes to the front of the animal, turn to face the judge

  Switching position in line: be sure that you go out of your place 
     clockwise, back into the position where you were, walk forward and go
back (clockwise) to the place you have to switch to. 

  When you been pulled out for 2nd time walk with your animal forward,
after a few steps turn yourself backwards again and continue walking
backwards

  Be competitive but also be a good sport man!  
  Never argue in the ring, act professional
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Wear proper whites and shoes and
hold the animals head up and walk
straight forward into the ring and
keep a distance between the calf

in front of you



mall mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mistakes / small mSmall 
mistakes

   Inappropriate halter

   Lead rope inappropriate

   Dirt or dust in the coat

   Legs not clipped or parts very inappropriate

   Incomplete clipping

   Walking backwards in the ring

   Inappropriate head carriage

   Stepping on or kicking at front feet. Small correction can be made

   Outstretched arm

   Leadsman sidesteps when leading calf

   Animal is not alert

   Animal on certain moments not handling well

   Switch not brushed

   Muzzle is not wiped clean
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medium mistakes / medium mistakes / medium mistakes / medium mistakes / medium mistakes / medium mistakes / medium mistakes / medium mistakMedium 
mistakes

   Not wearing white clothes or clothes which are in the rules of
the country

   Inappropriate clothes which marks the exhibitor or breeder or
any other commercial purposes

   Don’t know the birth date, fresh date, due date, etc

   Striking the animal too much

   Unable to recognize type faults… important when you show
your heifer

   Halter not properly fitted 

   Holding the lead strap to far from the halter

   Finger in the ring of the halter

   Elbows too much up

   Does not keep the animal straight from head to tail

   Positioning animal’s rear feet by stepping on rear feat

   Too late in class

   Failure to hold throat when needed

   Unable to show animal to best advantage

   Slow response on judge in ring

   Not attentive enough

   Showing too much (overshowing) or watching the judge to 
     intensely

   Leading too slow

   Too far inside or outside the ring

   Incorrect spacing in between animals

   Failure in switching legs (legs of the side of the judge needs to
be open always with heifers, cows leg nearest the judge 

     forward)

   Do not go quick enough in line when pulling in

   Bumping in other animals when pulling in

   Leaving too much space in between animals in line or not set
up straight in line

   Chewing gum, cigarettes, phones etc.
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ow to act as a showmanship judge / how to act as a showmanship judge / how to act as a showmanship judge / how to act as a showmanship judge / hHow to act 
as a 

showmanship
judge

IT can happen if you are into showing you will be asked to judge shows. Here
are some tips how to act as a showmanship judge.

  As a showmanship judge you need to be aware of the rules and to agree
with the rules. The judge also needs to be careful when judging, family or 

     relatives are too close and should be, at all times, unbiased. Judges should
prepare in advance just like for judging conformation. Competitors take
showmanship seriously, they trained hard for it.

  Always let the animals circle around you. Never judge in the corner or close
to the exit, as animals do not look their best there. You can switch calves
but it is recommended only when it is close as the finals. Line your animals
up from the good to best! 

  Give good reasons, not only for the first three animals. The other competi-
tors need the reasons as well to get better in their showmanship. 

  Go back to the barn after you judged and answer questions when this is
necessary. With showmanship we like to teach younger generation how the
things should go in the ring and want to make them more enthusiastic for
showing and the whole industry. Never forget they are our future!
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Line your animals up from the best
to good and give good reasons,

not only the first three
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English Deutsch Español Français
Back Rücken, Oberlinie Línea dorso-lumbar Dos
Barrel Rumpf Vientre, abdomen Baril
Chest/Brisket Brust Pecho Poitrine
Chine Rücken Dorso Garot
Crops Schulterblatt Retroescápula Arrière de l’épaule
Dew claw Afterklaue Dedo del menudillo Ergot
Ear Ohr Oreja Oreille
Elbow Ellenbogen Codo Coude
Eye Auge Ojo Oeil
Face Stirn Cara Face
Flank Flanke Flanco (babilla) Flanc
Forearm Unterarm Antebrazo Avant-bras
Forehead Stirn Frente Front
Head Kopf Cabeza Tête
Hip/Hipbone Hüfte, Hüftgelenk Ilion (punta del) Hanche
Hock Hacke Corvejón Jarret
Hoof Klaue Pezuña Sabot
Jaw Kiefer Mandíbula Mâchoire
Knee Kniegelenk Rodilla Genou
Loin Niere Lomo Rein
Mammary veins Milchadern Venas mamarias Veines mammaires
Muzzle Flotzmaul Morro Muffle
Neck Nacken Cuello Cou
Pastern Fessel Cuartilla Pâturon
Pin, pin bone Sitzbein, -höcker Isquión (punta del) Pointe de la fesse
Poll Horn Testud Corne
Ribs Rippen Costillas Côtes
Back ribs Hintere Rippen Costillar posterior Dermieres côtes
Fore ribs Vorderrippen Costillar anterior Premieres côtes

Rump Becken Grupa Croupe
Shoulder Schulter Espalda Épaule
Shoulder (point of) Schulter (Spitze) Hombro (punta del) Épaule (pointe de)
Stifle point Kniegelenk Babilla Grasset
Switch Schwanzquaste Borlón de la cola Toupillon
Tail Schwanz Cola Queve
Tail-head Schwanzansatz Nacimiento de la cola Attache de la queve
Teats Zitzen, Striche Pezones Trayons
Thigh Schenkel Muslo y nalga Cuisse
Throat Hals Garganta Gorge
Thurl Umdreher Coxo-femoral Trochanter
Udder Euter Ubre Pis
Fore udder attachment Vordereuteraufhängung Inserción anterior de la ubre Attache antérieure
Rear udder attachment Hintereuterhöhe/-aufhängung Inserción posterior de la ubre Attache postérieure

Dictionary
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Austria           Holstein Austria
                      www.holstein.at / office@holstein.at
Belgium         Walloon Breeding Association asbl
                      www.awenet.be / pmayeres@awenet.be
Croatia           Croatian Holstein Breeders Federation
                      www.hpa.hr / suhuh@hi.t-com.hr
Czech Rep.    Holstein Cattle Breeders Association of the 
                      Czech Republic,0.s.
                      www.holstein.cz / motycka@holstein.cz
Denmark        Danish Holstein
                      www.danskholstein.dk / danskholstein@seges.dk
Estonia           Animal Breeders´ Association of Estonia
                      www.etky.ee / must@estpak.ee
Finland           Faba Breeding co-op
                      www.faba.fi / faba@faba.fi
France            Prim’Holstein France
                      www.primholstein.com / info@primholstein.com
Germany        German Holstein Association (DHV)
                      www.holstein-dhv.de / info@holstein-dhv.de
Greece           Holstein Association of Greece
                      www.holstein.gr
                      info@holstein.grholstein@otenet.gr
Hungary         Hungarian Holstein Association
                      www.holstein.hu / office@holstein.hu
Ireland            Irish Holstein Friesian Association (IHFA)
                      www.ihfa.ie / enquiries@ihfa.ie
Italy                A.N.A.F.I. (Associazione Nationale Allevatori 
                      Frisona Italiana)
                      www.anafi.it / anafi@anafi.it
Latvia             Animal Breeders Association of Latvia
                      marislidaks@inbox.lv
                      Latvian Holstein Association
                      www.holsteingovis.lv / lha@valm.lv

Lithuania        Lithuanian Cattle Breeders Association
                      www.holstein.lt / litgenas@litgenas.lt
Luxembourg  CONVIS s.c
                      www.convis.lu / info@convis.lu
Netherlands  CRV
                      www.crv4all.com / Jos.Buiting@crv4all.com
Poland            Polish Federation of Cattle Breeders and 
                      Dairy Farmers
                      www.pfhb.pl/english/index.php / pfhb@pfhb.pl
Portugal         Associaçao Portuguesa dos Criadores da 
                      Raça Frisia (APCRF)
                      www.apcrf.pt / samuelpinto@apcrf.pt
Romania         Holstein-Ro
                      www.holsteinro.ro / office@holsteinro.ro
Russia             Russian Holstein Cattle Breeders’ Association
                      holsteinrus@yandex.ru 
Slovak Rep.   Slovak Holstein Association
                      www.holstein.sk / holstein@holstein.sk
Slovenia         Slovenian Holstein Association
                      Marija.klopcic@bf.uni-lj.si
Spain              CONAFE (Confederacion de Asociaciones de
                      Frisona Española)
                      www.conafe.com / conafe@conafe.com
Sweden          Swedish Holstein Association
                      www.svenskholstein.se / gill.zeilon@telia.com
Switzerland   Holstein Association of Switzerland
                      www.holstein.ch / info@holstein.ch
                      Swissherdbook
                      www.swissherdbook.ch / info@swissherdbook.ch 
Turkey            Cattle Breeders Association of Turkey
                      www.dsymb.org.tr / hvelioglu@dsymb.org.tr 
UK                  Holstein UK
                      www.ukcows.com. / info@holstein-uk.org
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